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Abstract
The personalized content services in museums are motivated by the need to enhance the visitors’ experience
through recommendations which consider the context of their visit, and by the need of curators to measure objectively the exhibition’s impact. We survey the latest advancements in the fields of indoor localization, visitor
profiling, content storage and presentation, as well as curator visualization tools, which are the main elements of
such systems, and we highlight their strengths and weaknesses. We present an information architecture, which
may offer useful insights to researchers and developers. Finally, we present the current challenges and the future
trends.
Keywords: recommendations, museums, indoor localization, cultural heritage content, visualization, museum
guides

1. Introduction
Museums are learning spaces that typically offer large amounts of information, including the exhibited artifacts, as well as the supplementary material that accompanies the artifacts. Typically, visitors have limited time,
and therefore especially in large museums, they need to decide whether to allocate most of their time to a few
prominent artifacts and the associated digital content, or to view more of them in a more superficial manner instead. Very often visitors are overwhelmed by the excessive amount of information; that situation results into an
experience which is far below their expectations. Furthermore, curators wish to measure in a reliable and objective
manner the impact of exhibitions. This is crucial to decide which artifacts attract the attention, and if the supplementary material makes them more interesting; this is an essential part of a constant feedback loop that may lead
to exhibition optimization.
The recommendation (or recommender) systems (RSs) are interactive software systems that maintain information about the museum artifacts and their properties. They employ representations of users’ preferences, and
can use context observations to suggest targeted digital content, so that it matches their expectations. That content
can have various forms such as multimedia presentations, virtual reality (VR), augmented reality (AR) or games.
Such a system cannot really solve on its own the problems of a poorly designed exhibition; however the automated
and objective acquisition of visitor patterns and preferences that it offers, can help curators redesign exhibitions to
maximize the time efficiency and the knowledge transfer to different groups.
Guidance systems are available for most museums worldwide. However, recommendation options embedded
in the guidance systems are less frequent, and even fewer options exist for real-time RSs that exploit sensor data.
Some museums develop their own guiding applications alongside audio guide systems. The Met Museums application [1] allows for recommendations on what to see, from artworks to architecture based on user preferences,
but there is no indication about real-time recommendation features. The Louvre Museum’s official application
[2] offers a custom visit based on the visitors available time, art interests, and accessibility issues. ArtLens App
[3] seems to be more sophisticated as it uses image-recognition software, which recognizes a selection of twodimensional artworks, and provides additional curatorial and interpretive content. It also employs a localization
system based on Bluetooth that helps also creating a recommendation subsystem and a personalized tour among
the artifacts, while enabling the creation of personal collections. On the other hand, there are museums that exhibit
prototype recommendation and guidance systems in cooperation with research institutes. In Cooper Hewitt Design
Museum, a smart pen is used for creating and saving virtual notes about artifacts, and contributes in the museums
RS that is based on association rules and collaborative filtering techniques [4]. Finally, the Mnemosyne project [5]
exploits visitors’ profiles for gathering personalized multimedia content that is displayed on an interactive table
towards the end of the visit. The system also provides recommendations to visitors based on knowledge-based
and experience-based subsystems.
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This work is motivated by the lack of a comprehensive survey on how to combine user profiling, indoor
localization, and content visualization to develop personalized content services in museums. Researchers and
developers in this field have to address several challenges, which are particular to the museum environment such as
the non-intrusive sensor data acquisition, the limited infrastructure installation due to aesthetic concerns, location,
and pose estimation in a dense environment where GPS is unavailable, recommendations that concern individuals
as well as groups of visitors, accurate user profile acquisition and cold start, content representation in par with the
artifacts and in real time, and use of mobile devices with limited processing capabilities.
This work is targeting researchers and developers working on personalized content services in museums, and
its contribution is twofold: (a) It surveys personalized content services and the related infrastructure in museums,
which can be developed around a proposed high-level architectural scheme. (b) It highlights some of the most
promising research lines that may be pursued in the near future, and gives recommendations.
In the next section we present the related surveys, and explain the added value of the current one. In section
3 we briefly present the basic components and related methods for developing personalized content services in
museums including localization, recommendation, content, and visualization for visitors and curators. In section
4 there is a discussion on challenges, recommendations, and future trends. Section 5 concludes this survey.
2. Related Surveys
This work is unique in the sense that it is the most up-to-date and the most targeted review on personalized
content services in museums. Our target audience is the researchers and developers of such services. We survey
the latest advancements in the fields of indoor localization, visitor profiling, content storage and presentation, as
well as the visualization tools for curators. Several surveys have been presented in the past, which however, apart
from referring older works, have only a partial overlap with our topic.
In [6] Ardissono et al gave an excellent overview of the research of that time on RSs in museums and cultural
heritage sites. It mainly covered user profiling, knowledge representation, and filtering methods. However, there
was less coverage of localization, and content visualization for visitors and curators. In [7] mobile services offered
to museum visitors were surveyed from the perspective of user interface design considering mainly the context.
In [8] mobile tourist guides were surveyed with more emphasis on the high-level design and architecture and less
information about the lower level functions. Most of the surveyed systems were applicable in outdoor settings,
and thus not that relevant to museums.
There is a corpus of works addressing RSs in tourism in general, such as Borras et al [9], which focused on
the city tourism and included only a few museum systems, and Kabassi [10], which mentioned just a few museum
systems as well. There are several surveys that examine different aspects of generic RSs. Among them [11],
where RSs are classified according to their application fields and their data mining techniques; in [12] the most
significant aspects of general RSs were examined, including the filtering algorithms, the bootstrapping problem,
the similarity measures, and the social aspect. Another in-depth review in RS algorithms was presented in [13],
which explained the macroscopic behavior of the popular RSs algorithms giving a physics perspective.
3. System Components
An architectural structure for personalized content services in museums is proposed in Fig. 1. The Localization
subsystem uses sensors to locate the user or the artifact that is closer to the user or currently viewed by the user. The
recommendation subsystem proposes content related to that artifact, and the relative pose of that artifact may be
used for the projection of AR content on the user’s screen. The Recommendation subsystem offers personalized
content by using the visitor’s profile, the available content, and the current context. The Content subsystem
maintains digital material along with the associated descriptors, so that these can be matched to the user profiles.
The Visitor’s Visualization subsystem adapts the content for presentation on the mobile device. The Curator’s
Visualization subsystem presents graphically the exhibition statistics.
The overall workflow may look as follows: the user enters the museum after registration and initialization.
The closest (or the viewed) artifact is located, and the user profile is matched with the most related content.
Eventually sensors are used to capture the context, i.e., visitors’ physiological state, focus of attention (FoA) etc.
The matched content is retrieved from the content system, and then presented to the user’s device after eventual
adaptations, e.g., adaptation for AR projection. Asynchronously the curator may observe the statistics of the
artifacts or supplementary material to decide on appropriate exhibition reconfiguration actions. In the following
subsections we survey the latest developments concerning the subsystems displayed in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1: Proposed architectural scheme including the subsystems of localization, recommendation, content, visitor’s visualization, and curator’s visualization.

3.1. Localization
By having available the location, we can suggest artifacts based on their proximity or indirectly infer other
elements of the context (previously seen artifacts, time in front of an artifact, etc). Further services can be realized
using the visitor’s pose, such as superposition of AR content. Indoor localization has been used in several other
applications, such as navigation, tracking, emergency and safety, local news, location-based social networking,
travel guidance, elderly assisted living, and pet/asset finding etc., with different requirements [14]. The localization
problem is largely unsolved. The currently applied technology has achieved accuracy of a couple of meters. The
challenge is how to increase this accuracy without having to resort to other technologies, which are not applicable
in museums due to required infrastructure that harms museum aesthetics, and due to visitor obtrusion.
The basic localization approaches are: (a) the proximity determines the position of a device merely by its
presence in a particular area within which operates a beacon of limited range; (b) lateration uses position data
computed with redundancy from more than two distance measurements to nearby nodes; (c) fingerprinting the
various RSS (receiver signal strength) tuples are measured in all meaningful positions offline, and then on-line
the current measured RSS tuples are compared for the best agreement with a database; (d) dead reckoning is
based upon previously determined positions and known or estimated speeds over the elapsed time, typically using
inertial sensors; (e) Kalman Filtering (KF) and its nonlinear counterpart Extended Kalman Filtering (EKF) are
typically used for fusing dead reckoning positions with absolute position updates to reduce accumulation errors.
The basic features of the localization technologies and their applicability in museums are given in Table 1. In
Table 2 we summarize some of the most representative localization research in museums.
Manual localization is currently used in most museum guides, e.g., Sung et al [15]. The artifacts are numbered, and the user keys-in their number using a mobile device to view the associated content. Barcode scanner is
faster and more usable. QR or HCCB codes [16], are very cheap to produce, and can be integrated well into mobile
applications. Unfortunately, they are not preferable, since for small objects, they consume much space affecting
their appearance, and for large objects, their location is often not obvious. Infrared (IR) sensors use the proximity, and has been used mainly by early systems. eacons emit infrared light, which includes unique codes. The
emitted beams are highly directional, require line-of-sight, and many devices do not support IR. Radio Frequency
identification (RFID) [17] does not require line-of-sight. The higher the frequency, the better the accuracy, but
also the higher the attenuation. Active RFIDs are rather cumbersome with high energy consumption, while the
passive ones are cheap and small and require no power source apart from the reading antenna, however antennas
are undesirable in museums. Furthermore, metal or glass cases may result in undesired reflections. RFIDs require
dedicated hardware. Typical approaches are: (a) proximity, e.g., in Wang et al, [18] , Ghiani et al [19], Hung et al
[20]; (b) lateration, e.g., in Kanda et al [21] and in D’Amico et al [22]; and (c) fingerprinting, e.g., Phimmasean
and Kanthavong [23]. Near-Field Communication (NFC) is a short-range technology, operating within a few
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type

band

range

benefits

limitations

method

430THz 300GHz

10m
1-15m
20-30m

requires targeting the artifact (line of
sight), many sensors for high accuracy
infrastructure, reflections
sparse setup
interference

proximity

30-500KHz, 3-30MHz
433,865-930MHz
868Mhz,2.4GHz

low power,
highly directional
no line of sight
no power (passive devices)
low power,very simple

2.4-2.485 GHz

1-10m

NFC

13.56MHz

10cm

affected by museum crowd
fingerprinting
requires contact

WiFi

2.4GHz, 5GHz

30-50m

3.1-10.6GHz

25m

simple, secure, low power
supported by most devices
two way communication,
supported by many devices
available in most museums
and devices
high accuracy

Barcode reader

visual

a few cm

Wearable camera

visual

a few meters

cheap, reliable
available on most devices
natural interaction

Camera on device

visual

a few meters

available on most devices

Ultrasonic audio

20-24KHz

10-15m

available on most devices

infrared
RFID
Zigbee
Bluetooth

Ultra Wide Band

proximity, lateration
fingerprinting
fingerprinting,
proximity
proximity
proximity

affected by museum crowd

fingerprinting

too heavy infrastructure for museums
unsupported by devices
aesthetically intrusive
in museums
complex processing, intrusive
against policies of some museums
complex processing
against policies of some museums
infrastructure required

lateration
proximity
proximity
proximity
proximity,
fingerprinting

Table 1: Summary of typical features of indoor localization technologies, and the benefits and limitations of use in a museum setting.
Localization Method
RFID
Mobile camera
Infrared beacons
Ultrasonic speaker
Manual
Barcode
NFC
Zigbee
Bluetooth
WiFi
UWB

References
Kanda et al [21], Wang et al [18] Ruotsalo et al [32]
D’Amico et al [22], Ghiani et al [19], Hung et al [20]
Ruf et al [33], Fockler et al [34]
Oppermann et al [35], Sparacino [36], Bombara et al [37],
Rocci et al [38] , Petrelli et al [39], Kuflik et al [40]
Bihler et al [41], Lazik and Rowe [42]
van Hage et al [43], Bohnert and Zukerman[44]
Levialdi Ghiron et al [45], Wein [46], Ayala et al [47], Mason [48]
Angelaccio et al [49], Ceipidor et al [50], Ayala et al [47]
Kuflik et al [51], Lanir et al [52]
Yoshimura et al [53], Martella et al [28], [54]
Luyten et al [55], Pan et al [56], Kushki et al [57],
Kaemarungsi et al [58], Chianese et al [59], Sark and Grass [60]
Dimitrova [61], Bueno et al [62], Gunes and Ibarra [63]

Table 2: Summary of representative localization methods in museums or other indoor settings.

centimeters allowing two-way communication [24]. The content can be stored in an NFC device following the
Internet-of-Things paradigm. Several device manufacturers support it, but its limited range necessitates contact.
Zigbee is a standard for Wireless Personal Area Network (WPAN) operating in the ISM band [25]. It provides
low power consumption and low data throughput. Distance estimation between two ZigBee nodes is usually
carried out from RSS values. It operates in the unlicensed ISM bands, and is vulnerable to interference signals
using the same frequency. Bluetooth (and Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE)) are also WPAN standards operating in
the same band [26], [27]. Bluetooth is supported by most devices, it has low power consumption, and its protocol
is simple but secure. It is typically used for proximity, e.g., [28] and fingerprinting, e.g., [29]. It can be affected
by crowd, and often the RSS values are not easily accessible. Ultra Wide Band (UWB) is a radio technology for
transmitting information by generating radio energy at specific time intervals [30]. It occupies a large bandwidth,
thus enabling pulse-position or time modulation. It does not require a line-of-sight trajectory, and is less affected
by the existence of other communication devices or external noise. In the Microsoft indoor competition of [31]
UWB-based systems achieved up to a few cm accuracy. However, the requirement for expensive infrastructure is
a serious limitation in museums.
WiFi is attractive, since its coverage is high, most mainstream devices have it, and most museums use it
already [64]. WiFi doesn’t require line-of-sight, and the range can be 50-100 meters. Lateration by measuring the
RSS signals is not often used, due to reflections and occlusions [58], but is typically combined with fingerprinting,
e.g., Luyten et al [55]. Machine learning methods are typically applied offline, e.g., kernel-based learning by
Kushki et al [57], Canonical Correlation Analysis by Pan et al [56], Support Vector Machines by Sark and Grass
[60]. WiFi is one the most popular options for avoiding heavy infrastructure [65].
Ultrasonic audio requires the use of simple inaudible ultrasonic speakers. It is cheap, and can be easily
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integrated in many smart phones, which typically can sense audio of up to 24KHz. Speakers of known position
emit their IDs, each in different frequency. Positioning can be done by proximity (e.g., Bihler et al [41]), lateration
or fingerprinting (e.g., Lazik and Rowe [42]).
Cameras are attractive due to their rich information, and because they are embedded in most devices (e.g.,
Balakhontseva and Sieck [66], Bruns et al [67]). They can also be wearable or statically mounted. Contentbased retrieval can be used for artifact recognition [68]. Taking photos is intuitive, makes tags and beacons
redundant, and allows for classification of dense artifacts. However, taking photos is still not the most intuitive
way of interaction, and often it is against museum policies. Furthermore, museums are complex environments,
often exhibiting thousands of objects, which have to be classified from arbitrary perspectives, distances and under
changing lighting conditions. Wearable cameras, e.g., on helmets or glasses, offer first-person views in a more
intuitive way or can be part of an attention-tracking system; the intuitiveness is however balanced by the user
obstruction. The integration into glasses gives the opportunity to view content directly onto them without attention
switching, e.g., Mason [48] who used a QR scanner. Toyama et al [69] mounted a camera on a helmet as part of
an eye-tracking system. The eye fixations (resting of the eyes) were employed to identify which was the currently
viewed artifact. The image recognition results were used to label the frames of the video stream with the label of
the recognized object. Static cameras, may offer some interaction capabilities, e.g., [70], however the requirement
for visitor identification and tracking under occlusions and varying illumination, e.g., [71], and limited field of
view, are quiet unattractive. Similarly, depth cameras like Kinect (e.g., [72]) are more robust to illumination
variability, but still face similar issues. Mounting omnidirectional cameras on ceilings (e.g., [73]) may minimize
occlusions, however still extensive infrastructure is required.
Combined sensor use. It becomes clear from the above, that no single technology is perfectly suited for a museum environment. Therefore, researchers have tried to tackle the different aspects of the localization problem by
alternating between different sensors. Coarse localization methods are useful to scale down the computationallyintensive visual search in camera-acquired images, e.g., RFIDs by Wakkary and Hatala [74], bluetooth by Bimber
et al [75] and Bruns et al [67]. The PIL project [51] employed three different kinds of devices: static RF beacons
(in points of interest), fixed RF to TCP/IP gateways and wearable RF devices with audio sensors called “Blinds”.
The “Blinds” measured (a) proximity to beacons (location), (b) proximity to other “Blinds” (visitors), (c) short
range voice level activity (engagement among visitors), (d) visitors orientation, using embedded magnetometers
(engagement to artifacts and among visitors), and (e) motion using accelerometers (level of activity). However,
carrying extra equipment may be considered obtrusive, increases maintenance costs and should be better avoided.
Sensor fusion tries to fuse the input from multiple sensors. This refers to the concurrent and unified use of
sensor measurements, and is different from sensor combination which uses different sensors in different circumstances. Such a fusion involves the Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU), which is a module integrated into many
smart phones and tablets, thus carried anyway by the majority of museum visitors; it uses several sensors (i.e.,
3-axis accelerometer, gyroscope and digital compass), from which the approximate user position and orientation
can be easily calculated. Several works used it e.g., [76] used mounted sensors on each foot (a rather obtrusive
setting) in combination to extended Kalman filtering with accuracy of 2.5m. In Li et al [77], Ahmed et al [78] and
Xiao et al [79] the WiFi fingerprinting was fused with data from the IMU unit and in Li et al [80] with magnetic
signals for better accuracy. The mapping function between different sensor readings, and position is nonlinear and
therefore machine learning methods were used to learn it, e.g., CRFs [79], neural networks [81], clustering and
decision trees [78]. In [77] a magnetic sensor was used (along with WiFi and IMU) to detect magnetic anomalies,
which are common inside buildings, e.g. due to power cables, electrical appliances or metal surfaces, to refine
orientation. This is a promising research line, since the magnetic sensors are integrated into most mobile devices
and the related processing is not too restrictive. Zhang et al [82] used lidar, IMU sensors and a fisheye camera; the
reported accuracy was a few cm, but lidar sensors are far from portable and thus unusable by museum visitors.
3.2. Recommendation
The RSs are software systems that maintain a knowledge base about the content (supplementary digital material), the users (personal profile), and the context (the current state of the user and the museum environment).
They also employ filtering methods (inference mechanisms) to make the best matching between users and content recommendations. In the following we briefly describe the basic elements of an RS, some of which may be
automated by using sensors.
The content to be suggested refers to supplementary material associated with the artifacts. The following
methods are typically used for content representation: (a) text descriptions and bag of words extracted manually
or from related texts, synonyms or user tags e.g., in [44]; (b) semantic concepts defined in exhibition-specific
ontologies, e.g., in [87]; (c) content-based representation methods of multimedia [68].
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Bay et al [83]
Bimber et al [75]
Bruns et al [67]
Spasojevic et al [84]
Wakkary & Hatala [74]
Stock et al [85]
Krueger et al [86]
Kuflik et al [40]
Li et al [81]
Li et al [77]
Ahmed et al [78]
Xiao et al [79]
Ju et al [76]
Zhang et al [82]
Li et al [80]

RFID

IR

x
x
x
x
x

x

BT
x
x
x

WiFi

Zigbee

Camera
x
x
x

Acc

QR

IMU

audio

magn

lidar

x
x

x
x

x
x
x

x

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x

x
x

Table 3: Summary of typical fusion and combined localization methods (RFID, Infra Red, BlueTooth, WiFi, Zigbee, Camera, Accelerometer,
QR code, Inertial Measurement Unit, Magnetic sensors). The works in the second half of the table, separated by the dashed line were not
originally applied in museums, however are useful to mention.

The user model is typically associated to the content representation. It can have the following forms: (a)
concepts represented in the domain ontology e.g., in [87]; (b) the same bag of words as the artifacts, e.g., in [44];
(c) demographic data such as age, nationality, education etc, e.g., in [88], which can be associated to preferences
at a later stage; (d) list of items with their ratings, to be used in collaborative filtering, e.g., in [89]. Sensors can be
used to infer the user’s preferences (ratings) while the rest items are typically captured manually.
The context generally refers to the following information [90]: (a) user location (as extracted from location/surveillance sensors); (b) the user’s emotional state; (c) the user’s physiological state extracted from wearable
sensors; (d) artifacts that have already been visited; (e) social environment, i.e., is the user alone or a member of a
group (extracted implicitly from location/surveillance sensors); (e) available time in the exhibition defined by the
museum opening hours or the visitor’s schedule; (f) artifacts that are accessible; (g) museum layout. Sensors can
be of use in acquiring the (a-e), while the rest are typically defined manually.
The filtering methods can be largely classified into the following: Demographic filtering - DF makes the
assumption that individuals with certain common personal attributes (sex, age, country, etc.), which are captured
during the registration process will also have common interests, e.g., [39]. Content-based filtering - CBF makes
recommendations based on the semantics of the artifacts. The matching can be based on explicitly asking the users’
preferences upon registration to map them to ontology concepts, or by implicit matching via a questionnaire,
where representative artifacts have to be rated [87]. It can also be based on previous preferences by the users
during the visit. The similarity can be based on (a) the ontology-based semantic attributes (b) the computational
analysis of the supplementary text to extract meaning (c) from audio-visual analysis of related digital material.
CBF will benefit from the standardization of the metadata for museum artifacts [91]. Collaborative Filtering CF is based on the ratings provided by users of similar profile. The ratings can be acquired explicitly by direct
asking or implicitly, acquired (e.g., access, time spent). Hybrid filtering - HF uses combinations between the
aforementioned filtering techniques to achieve optimal performance to exploit merits of each one of them.
The filtering methods may also be classified as memory-based or model-based according to the method they
employ. Memory-based methods operate over an entire database of ratings to make predictions. In contrast,
model-based methods, like neural networks, learn a statistical model, and use that model to make predictions.
The RSs have reached a rather high level of maturity, and are now widely employed in mainstream web
and mobile services [12]. However, the developers of museum content services still face several limitations and
challenges in acquiring user’s profiles, such as: (a) the cold start problems, i.e., how to initialize the profile of the
users; (b) the non-invasive dynamic extraction of individual or group profiles; (c) the focus of attention for visitor
profiling; (d) the physiological state of visitors for context extraction. These challenges are presented next.
3.2.1. Cold start
The cold-start problem occurs when it is not possible to make reliable recommendations due to an initial lack
of ratings. It can be further classified into the sub-problems of “new community” (a new system with no ratings),
“new item” (with no ratings, and thus not likely to be recommended), and “new user” (whose the profile has to be
dynamically inferred) [12].
The “new community” problem can be tackled by creating an initial set of users-testers to initialize the system.
Some extra motivation may be given to first users to use the system, e.g., free access to the service or to the
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Work
Sparacino [36]
Hatala et al [97]
Marti et al [98]
Chittaro, Ieronutti [99]
Sookhanaphibarn
and Thawonmas [100]
Zancanaro et al [101]
and Kuflik et al [40]
Cuomo et al [102]

cardinality
one
one
one
one
one

classes
GBS
GBS
AFBG
AFBG
AFBG

one
one

unsupervised
and AFBG
AFBG

Martella et al [103]

one

unsupervised

features
location, duration
location
motion, stop duration, trajectory
occupancy grid
average/variance
of observation time
timing, exhibits visited,
interaction, presentation viewing
objects viewed, timing,
visiting sequence
trajectory, timing

Kanda et al [21]
Shell et al [104]
Bohnert et al [89]

one
one
one

unsupervised
unsupervised
unsupervised

position
position
position

Bohnert et al [105]

one

walking, hovering

group
pair

join/separate
PGMPDL

position
mutual proximity/orientation,
location and voice proximity
orientation to exhibits,
orientation correlation,
velocity, time difference

Dim and Kuflik [106]
Dim and Kuflik [107]

classifier
Bayesian network
rules
recurrent neur. network
visual observation
probabilistic model
k-means and
neural network
k-means and
rules
agglomerative
clustering
string matching
Markov process
fusion of probabilistic
model & Markov process
SVM
probabilistic
dataflow

Table 4: Summary of profiling methods. “GBS” refers to greedy-busy-selective classes [36], while “AFBG” refers to ant-fish-butterflygrasshopper [108] and PGMPDL refers to penguins-geese-meerkats-parrots-doves-lone wolves [107].

museum. The “new item” problem arises because the new artifacts entered in RS do not usually have initial
ratings, and an item that is not recommended goes unnoticed. A common solution is to motivate users to rate new
items. The “new user” problem is more challenging. New users have been only partially modeled, and have not
yet provided any rating in the RS; thus they cannot receive meaningful personalized recommendations; therefore,
new users may feel disappointed. The common strategy is to resort to demographic data, or short questionnaires
to classify visitors into predefined classes and give more emphasis on DF than CF at the initial stages (e.g., [92]).
The amount of such data must be carefully decided, since asking for more data impedes the visit experience, and
raises privacy issues. Another approach is to ask for the user to rate some artifacts or content at the beginning
of the visit or before the visit using a web interface, see e.g., [43]. This helps elicit the user’s preferences in an
intuitive way. However, it requires time and user awareness that such an option exists.
Recently there are have been some very interesting efforts to extract user engagement and emotion towards
museums and cultural artifacts using social media analytics, e.g., Gerrard et al [93] and Chang et al [94]. Such
methods may be used to approximate a profile. Furthermore, cross-platform based solutions like the ones proposed
in [95], [96], may be of use in the future. Currently, there are too many issues to be resolved before these ideas
can be of utility, such as the limited use of RSs by museums, the user privacy, the proprietary nature of the web
RSs which prevents the implementation of roaming profiles, the uncertainty on how to translate a profile from one
domain (e.g., video on-demand) to another (museum content). On the other hand, all these problems constitute an
opportunity for ground-breaking research.
3.2.2. Dynamic extraction of individual or group profiles
Individual profiles: The extraction typically follows the supervised learning paradigm. Sparacino [36] defined three such typical profile types: (a) The greedy, who wants to know and see as much as possible; (b) the busy
who just wants to get an overview of the exhibition; and (c) the selective, who wants to see and know in depth
only about a few items. Then the path and length of stops were linked to a profile, which was estimated probabilistically by a Bayesian network. Time constraints were additionally considered. An extension of the Bayesian
network suggested videos based on the content and the duration of the selected clips. The same profile types were
used by Hatala and Wakkary [97] who used a knowledge-based (ontological) approach. The content selection was
achieved by a rule-based system.
Earlier, Veron [108] had described some more detailed profile types: The ant, that follows specific paths, and
observes almost all the exhibits; the fish who often moves in the room center without looking much at the exhibits;
the butterfly, who doesn’t follow a specific path, and stops frequently to observe; the grasshopper, visits only
specific exhibits, and spends a lot of time observing them. These patterns became quiet popular, e.g., [99], [101],
[100], [40], [102].
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Chittaro and Ieronutti [99] identified the different visitor classes by using occupancy grids. Sookhanaphibarn
[100] further explored that idea to create a measure using the visit time and the observation distance. Zancanaro et
al [101] used supervised training of an artificial neural network and an unsupervised clustering method (k-means)
with k=4, and found similarities between the two models. The observation features included the time spent at each
point, the percentage of exhibits visited, and data describing the interaction with the guide application. Later an
investigation was done on how profile prediction may change during a visit [40].
Cuomo et al [102] used the number of viewed artworks, the time spent interacting with them, and the visitor’s
path. A simple rule-based classifier was used, which was then compared to k-means, and was found to give similar
results. Martella et al [28], used the paths and the visiting times. An agglomerative clustering method was used,
which allowed for quite detailed profiles.
Very few works have exploited the concept of sequential patterns of behavior which can be sought in trajectories. Kanda et al [21] partitioned the museum space into areas using k-means clustering by sampling the
trajectories of monitored visitors. The trajectories were then expressed as strings, and compared via string matching. Similarly, Shell et al [104] used a Markov process.
Bohnert et al. [89] predicted the location by means of: (a) the interest-based model, based on the interest in
unseen exhibits (similar to CBF); (b) the transitional model, based on the trajectories of other visitors. A matrix
involving all visitors and exhibits was calculated by using CF for missing items. The transition model was a
Markov process which employed a weighted average of the two models. In the same line of research Bohnert et
al [105] improved [89], to differentiate hovering from walking velocities and accelerations, along with an SVM.
The fusion of multi-sensory data along with the employment of state-of-the-art machine learning methods,
like deep learning, have been employed successfully in other behavior recognition applications, e.g., in Jian and
Yin [109]. Such a method is based on learning data representations in a hierarchical multilayer fashion. The first
layers capture some elementary low-level signals in a similar fashion that the human brain does, while the next
layers are able to capture patterns of increased complexity [110].
strategy is expected to offer significant benefits to the dynamic profile extraction in museums.
Group profiles: Most visitors in museums arrive in groups [111]. Despite its importance, the group modeling
via group profile extraction is not so common due to (a) the difficulty to extract the profile of group members and
(b) the difficulty to make appropriate recommendations to each group member according to the role of the person
in the group.
The research field of computer-supported cooperative work and collaboration support has dealt with group
modeling. Ardissono et al [112] studied how user and group interests evolve in time. Social behavior has been
investigated in the emerging field of social signal processing (SSP) see, e.g., Pantic et al [113] and in pattern
recognition, e.g., by Ibrahim et al [114]. How these fields intersect to make group recommendations remains an
under-investigated area.
In a series of works by Dim and Kuflik [115], [107] profiles for groups of two people were defined: penguins
who walk through exhibitions but do not pay attention to the exhibits; geese go together, but one visitor seems
to lead; meerkats advance together and synchronized, paying attention to the exhibits ; parrots advance from one
exhibit to another together, and interact while looking at the exhibits; doves stand face to face, ignoring the exhibits; lone wolves enter the museum together and then split. The features used were (a) mutual proximity, (b)
mutual orientation while in mutual proximity, (c) orientation toward exhibits, (d) velocity, (e) time difference between the pair members, and (f) orientation correlation. A rule-based dataflow was used to classify group profiles.
Meerkats and parrots have both mutual social interest and exhibit interest, and therefore shared presentations are
recommended. Doves are already socially involved, and therefore no recommendation is made. Penguins show
little interest in the exhibits, so anecdotes about museum exhibits may attract their attention. For geese, anecdotes
are recommended to the leading person, who may invoke the interest of the follower as well. For lone wolves
proposing a museum activity meeting point may invoke curiosity in the museum content.
3.2.3. Emotion recognition via physiological state monitoring
Several studies have shown that emotion can be an important cue for profiling, see, e.g., [116], and that
measurable physiological changes co-occur with emotion, e.g., changes in heart rate, galvanic skin response,
muscle tension, breathing rate and brain electrical activity [117]. By sensing these changes we can hope to
recognize emotion of visitors, and adapt accordingly the provided content. Several types of wearable technologies
can be used, like smart glasses, wrist/arm bands, smart watches, smart clothing, smart gloves, and Brain Computer
Interfaces.
The heart rate variability has been an indicator of fear, panic, anger and appreciation [117]. It is measurable
by an electrocardiogram (ECG), which can be captured from the surface of the skin through electrodes, or by
photoplethysmographic (PPG) sensors; the latter may use optical input from the skin as in most smart watches
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Work
Sparacino [36]

Damala et al [126]
Du et al [127]
Troendle and
Tschacher [128]
Abdelrahman et al [129]

sensors
skin conductance
heart rate
skin conductance
brainwave activity
skin conductance
skin conductance
heart rate
EEG

classes
level of excitement

benefits
non invasive

limitations
noisy signal
classification

level of excitement

highly informative
signals
non invasive
informative signals,
non invasive, rich emotions

obtrusive

level of excitement
Aesthetic quality, surprise,
negativity, dominance,
curative quality
level of engagement

informative signals

noisy signal
hard classification

obtrusive

Table 5: Summary of works on physiological state monitoring for museum visitors, their benefits and limitations.

[118]. The skin conductance, (or galvanic skin response (GSR)), is another commonly used measure of affect. It is
used to indirectly measure the amount of sweat in a person’s sweat glands, since the skin is normally an insulator,
and its conductivity primarily changes in response to ionic sweat filling the sweat glands. It varies linearly with
the emotional aspect of arousal, and it has been used to differentiate between states such as anger and fear, and
conflict and no conflict [117]. Several wearable devices have been presented to measure GSR such as watch-style
sensor Bakker et al., [119], armband Dang et al., [120], wristband Hernandez et al., [121] etc. The electrical
activity of the brain is triggered by firing neurons, and is measured through electroencephalograms (EEG) by
placing electrodes on the surface of the head. Brain Computer Interfaces (BCI) simplify this task. They have been
recently available as commercial and portable devices such as NeuroSky [122], and Emotiv [123], and have been
used to gain insight about attentiveness/engagement, relaxation or creativity, e.g., in games [124] or in learning
[125]. Table 5 gives a summary of representative works in a museum context.
One of the first such works was by Sparacino [36], where the GSR was used to identify the level of excitement.
This was probabilistically evaluated with a Bayesian network. In the project ARtSENSE [126] heartbeat activity,
GSR and brainwave activity were measured. However, no detailed experimental results were reported. Du et
al [127] captured the affective responses using the GSR using a commercial wearable sensor on the arm. An
experiment was conducted with fourty-six visitors viewing different paintings. The most extensive experiments
so far were reported by Troendle and Tschacher [128]. Five hundred thirty-two visitors, used an electronic glove
able to measure heart rate and GSR variability. Then they were associated to the emotions: Aesthetic Quality
(artifact rated as pleasing, beautiful, emotionally moving, of high technique, composition and content, of artist
or of importance in art history), Surprise/Humor (considered as surprising, funny), Negative Emotion (sadness,
fear or anger), Dominance (dominant or stimulating), Curative Quality (artifact was staged and presented well or
connected to other artworks).
BCI was tested in a museum context in [129], who conducted a pilot study with ten students by simulating a
visit in a lab environment. Some correlation was found between measurement and engagement levels, however
the results were at a preliminary level.
Physiological sensors face many challenges which explains why their use for personalized content services in
museums is not widespread. They need to be non-invasive; there has been a lot of progress in that aspect, given the
wide range of commercial products. However, high usability often impedes the signal quality, e.g., using optical
sensors instead of electrodes may result into noisy and unstable signals. Ground truth data are difficult to produce:
the data are difficult to label correctly due to subjective description of emotions, and the related equipment is often
expensive and difficult to use in a museum context. Furthermore, there may be many other factors that can affect
physiological signals that are totally unrelated to emotions.
3.2.4. Focus of attention extraction
The focus of attention (FoA) can be a significant cue, which may be associated to user’s profile or context.
Many position-based systems fail to answer whether the visitor is actually looking at an artifact or if s/he just
happens to be in its proximity. The answer is trivial when the user explicitly asks for information using barcode
identification, a camera etc., but is subtler when other localization methods are used. An outline of the works on
FoA is presented in Table 6, and are described in more detail in the following.
Gaze trackers can give offer valuable information about FoA [138]. In contrast to other methods they can
track not only which direction the person is looking at, but also where the eyes are fixated. The application of
mobile eye tracking devices is still at its very infancy. Wearable gaze trackers have the potential to offer high
quality data if used correctly. However, their common problem is their intrusiveness. After a few minutes the user
does not feel comfortable, and this is a major issue. Furthermore, the timely calibration process is an additional
negative factor which currently limits eye tracking systems to laboratory experiments.
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Work
Wessel et al [130]
Toyama et al [69]
Mokatren et al [131]
Bachta et al [132] and
Fantoni et al [133]
Eghbal Azar et al [134]
Damala et al [126]
Kuflik et al [51]
Calandra et al [135]
Brunelli et al [136]
Kajinami et al [137]

method
wearable eye-tracking
wearable eye-tracking
wearable eye-tracking

contribution
initial study of scanpaths in museum
fixations for artifact recognition
fixation accuracy on paintings and other objects

wearable eye-tracking
wearable eye-tracking
wearable eye-tracking
acoustic sensors
acoustic sensors
static eye/head-tracking
static head/hand-tracking
static head-tracking

effect of visitor-specific calibration on accuracy
behavior classification by scan patterns
eye tracking and related content visualization
implicit visitor attention from audio
visitor engagement from audio
emotional arousal from pupil size
stereo cameras for head pose and point actions
depth camera for head pose and point actions

Table 6: Summary of works on attention extraction methods for museum visitors.

Wessel et al [130] conducted an initial study on the eye tracking patterns of visitors in a museum. Later, the
Museum Guide 2.0 [69], introduced a rather obtrusive head-mounted eye tracker acting as a personal guide; when
it detected the user fixing his gaze on an artifact it would provide audio information on that specific object via
earphones. Mokatren et al [131] reported promising results when the exhibits were on the same height, and had
similar size (e.g., paintings); it was found to be far more challenging when viewing different objects on various
spatial configurations. Eghbal-Azar and Widlok [134] identified several scan patterns that can be potentially used
to characterize visitor behavior.
To visualize the provided AR content special eyeglasses were used by Damala et al [126]. The glasses had a
see-through display which was capable of projecting information in the visitors field of view, as a virtual overlay.
Additionally, the glasses had the ability to track the eye movements. To calculate the visitors gaze on an actual
watched exhibit, an additional scene camera was attached to the eyeglasses. Fantoni et al [133] tested three different eye tracker applications. The overall evaluation showed that the trackers were generally received positively by
visitors, although inaccurate without calibration to each specific user. On the other hand, the calibration process
was time-consuming, and thus annoying for visitors. That confirmed the results presented by Bachta et al [132].
Recently Calandra et al [135] proposed a static non-invasive eye-tracking system. It extracted the points of
gaze from eye movements and the head pose using the nose as an orientation landmark. Furthermore, the pupil
size was measured, using infrared light for radius variations, which were associated to emotional arousal. The
main problem with static systems is the very high cost of installing static cameras to cover large exhibition spaces.
Head tracking can give indications about the visitor’s attention. In [139] a survey on appearance-based
methods for head tracking was presented. Recently head pose was used for attention modeling, e.g., [140]. In a
museum context Brunelli et al [136] used static stereoscopic cameras to detect the head pose, which approximately
gave the FoA. The same stereoscopic system was able to extract the pointing gestures, which is another indication
of attention. Similar results are attained by employing other sensors such as depth cameras as by Kajinami et
al [137]. Unfortunately head tracking requires static cameras which, makes this technology applicable only at a
small scale for museum guidance and personalized content services.
Acoustic sensors are an option to infer implicitly some information about the level of attention, since sounds
can disturb the visitor, or speech signals may indicate engagement among the visitors. Therefore, it may be useful
to know what is happening in the acoustic proximity. In [126] the acoustic events and background noises were
captured using a set of omnidirectional condenser microphones and a multichannel audio data acquisition unit
worn by the visitor. The system determined the level of disturbance, and if the visitor had turned towards the
acoustic event. In [51] audio sensors were used on mobile devices to infer the level of engagement between pairs
of visitors. Clearly, the acoustic sensors are attractive, especially given the fact that such sensors are embedded in
mobile devices carried anyway by most visitors.
3.3. Content
In the following we provide an overview of the different types of content, information presented to the visitor,
connection to artifacts, content organization, and presentation to the user.
The content that we most often see in museum guidance systems is multimedia-based, therefore it includes
texts, sounds, images, videos, animation, narrations, virtual reality [141] and, lately, AR, as shown in [142] and
[143]. Information that is presented to the visitor through guidance systems is usually based on artifacts, and
includes descriptions, interpretations, observations of details, associations to other artifacts in the same museum,
or artifacts in other museums, usability of objects, restoration information; it may also include descriptions of the
broad historical or social context, and may follow the museum’s room structure [144].
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The most common interaction media in a museum guidance system are: (a) thematic guides based on classification criteria such as historical period, geographical area and type of artifacts, activity (e.g., music, daily routine,
etc), (b) games, where the participants have to research, interpret, reveal and compete against other participants,
e.g., a hidden treasure game, where the keys to finding objects have to be sought among the information provided
for museum artifacts [145], (c) narration by historical or fictitious characters featuring daily life or historical events
[146].
Typically, a content management system (CMS) provides a storing structure that supports the beforementioned
interaction media types. It is usually a hierarchical structure of information objects about artifacts classified by
thematic categories, geographical regions, and historical periods. The content also may include relations among
artifacts, thesaurus, and keywords. Content organization in a CMS may be based on several standards. The
International Committee for Documentation (CIDOC) of the International Council of Museums (ICOM) has led
the development of the Conceptual Reference Model (CRM), providing perhaps the most complete model for
describing concepts and relationships when documenting cultural heritage objects [147]. The CIDOC-CRM is
intended to promote a shared understanding of cultural heritage information by providing a common and extensible
semantic framework that any cultural heritage information can be mapped to. In this way, it can provide the
semantic glue needed to mediate between different sources of cultural heritage information, such as that published
by museums, libraries, and archives [148]. CIDOC-CRM is still employed by various cultural heritage content
providers. CIDOC-CRM is structured as a hierarchical ontology.
On a broader level, Dublin Core provides metadata definitions for a wide range of multimedia content and
physical objects that may include artifacts. Some efforts have been made for particularizing Dublin Core for
cultural heritage such as the DCMI Cultural Heritage Metadata Task Group [149] and the proposal for the combination of CIDOC-CRM and Dublin Core [150]. Dublin Core is structured as metadata set of fifteen elements,
each of which is characterized by name, label, definition and comment.
The Museum Documentation Association (MDA) in the UK has developed the SPECTRUM standard, that is
a guide to good practice for documenting museum collections [147]. It has now reached version 5.0 [151]. It
focuses on procedures taking place in a museum, such as loans that indirectly take into account artifacts.
Originated in the USA, Dublin Core is generic enough to describe digital resources (images, video and other
multimedia files), and multimedia-related physical objects such as CDs, posters and artworks. Dublin Core metadata may also be used for combining metadata vocabularies of different metadata standards. On the other hand,
SPECTRUM has been developed focusing on museum collections, artifacts and 21 transactional activities, such
as moving objects around, and insurance coverage, which deal with museum artifacts or other objects that can be
handled as artifacts. SPECTRUM is used by a set of museums in the UK, but in recent years the standard has
been also adopted by other countries and translated into several languages, and became the collection management
standard that is used around the world.
Another standard established by the Visual Resources Association Foundation (VRAF) is Cataloging Cultural
Objects (CCO). VRAF continuously supports the future development, maintenance, web presence, and administrative structure of CCO, which is used in many cultural organizations ([152]). CCO is structured as a hierarchy
of elements and rules among elements.
A standard which focuses on educational applications that may be used in museums is SCORM. It is used
in Learning Management Systems (LMS) or in Learning Content Management Systems (LCMS) [153]. Authors
incorporate SCORM in a CMS for virtual museums. SCORM is composed of three sub-specifications, the Content
XML-based Packaging section that specifies how content should be packaged and described, the JavaScript -based
run-time section that specifies how content should be launched and how it communicates with the LMS and the
XML-based Sequencing section that specifies how the learner can navigate between parts of the course. A smart
museum which incorporates Internet of Things technology is described in [154], where a proprietary CMS has
been developed, and authors stress the need for standards in this type of museums as well.
Another standard is the Europeana Data Model (EDM), an XML-based data model which brings more meaningful links to Europe’s cultural heritage data. Data from partners or external information resources with references
to persons, places, subjects, etc., connect to other initiatives and institutions. This results in sharing enriched content, adding to it, and thereby generating more content in ways that no single provider could achieve alone. The
EDM aims to translate into the richest resource discovery, and into improved display of more complex data [155].
Finally, we should mention Lightweight Information Describing Objects (LIDO), an XML harvesting schema,
which is not intended to be used as a basis for a collection management system [156]. However, the schema is
intended for delivering metadata, for use in a variety of online services, from an organization’s online collections
database to portals of aggregated resources, as well as exposing, sharing and connecting data on the web. The
strength of LIDO lies in its ability to support the full range of descriptive information about museum objects. It
can be used for all kinds of objects, e.g. art, architecture, cultural history, technology history, etc.
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Standard
CIDOC-CRM

Description
reference model for
cultural heritage info

Type
hierachical
ontology

Pros
Focus on cultural heritage.
detailed specification.

Cons
low support by commercial collections software

Dublin Core

USA-originated specification set
for multimedia resources
and physical objects

15 generic metadata elements for
digital resources

Widespread use in
many cultural institutions

too generic for
artifacts description

SPECTRUM

UK-originated collection management standard for museums
organized in procedures

metadata set and 21
procedures for museumlike artifacts

Standard in museum collections.
embedded in collection software

focus on museum procedures, not on artifacts

content standard for
cultural heritage

hierarchical
metadata set

Structures context
related to artifacts

Simple metadata
structure.

reference model for educational resources that defines
sharable content objects

XML and
JavaScript based

Support for educational
activities in museums

only usable with
another standard

EDM

data model for
cultural artifacts

XML schema

Extensive documentation availability.
Embedded validation rules

focuses only on
European collections

LIDO

Delivering metadata schema
for use in a variety
of online services

XML harvesting
schema

Focus on museum
collections operations

Not intended to
support commercial
collections software

CCO
SCORM

Table 7: Content structuring standards for museum content

Clearly there is a variety of options for structuring information about artifacts and collections. Developers
should follow the most appropriate standard for their case, and build a database for storing the information by
following the selected standards guidelines. To support maximum interoperability and portability among storage
platforms, curator platforms, and devices running the personalized guidance system, open-source platforms are
proposed to be employed. For example, in [154], developers employ Joomla as content management system,
which combines MySQL, Apache and PHP, all open source platforms for database management, web serving,
and scripting respectively with a friendlier interface. Employing proprietary platforms should be avoided due to
difficulties to exchange information or to adapt it for newer mobile devices, and to support AR functionality or
other virtual reality platforms.
Table 7 provides a summary of content structuring options for a museums artifacts that developers should
follow in order to achieve broader compatibility with other content and applications including education and
portability in various devices. The table also lists advantages and disadvantages of the various structuring options.
Finally, we should discuss the issue of privacy, as systems collect personal data of museum visitors. The lack
of standards on privacy in museums has led developers of personalized service-providing systems to build their
own specific models and store user data in proprietary formats [157]. In [6], authors state that personalization
in cultural heritage creates a series of challenges that accompany lifelong user modeling in general: collecting
evidence, remembering and forgetting (as users characteristics change), privacy and user controlwhat to disclose
and what to keep private. Furthermore, recordings of activities and context-related information can expose personal information. Addressing privacy issues increases the acceptance of indoor navigation systems [158]. Some
general approaches that can be suitable for museums too are presented in [159]: pseudonymous profiles and aggregation can be used when personalization information need not be tied to an identifiable user. Client-side profiles
are useful when personalization services can be performed locally. User controls should always be considered on
top of other technical approaches as they will likely make the personalized system more usable and trustworthy.
In a Bluetooth-based guidance system in the Louvre Museum, the SHA algorithm was applied to each Bluetooth
sensor where the MACID was converted to a unique identifier for avoiding invading visitor privacy [160]. In the
system presented in [161], there was no need to maintain the identity of the visitors. Authors stated though that
the identification might be beneficial for follow-up activities. Visitors may allow to be identified and contacted
later if they are rewarded with benefits.
3.4. Visitor’s visualization
The basic question in museology is how to improve the user experience and how to engage the visitor. In
modern museology, museum visitors get in the center of attention during their engagement with artifacts and collections. They are associated with a more active role, especially with new technologies and social media with
which they may express their preferences and produce multimedia material, which is displayed inside and outside
of a museum and may influence future museum curators decisions regarding placement and overall visitor satisfaction. Toward this direction Falk and Dierking [162] proposed an interactive experience model and suggested
that visitor experience is not a static state, but a dynamic process including experiences before, during and after
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the visit. Visitors prepare the museum material they are interested in before their visit to the museum. In this way,
their visit gets more organized and they are able to gather related material, which they can assess further after
their visit. A whole experience regarding a museum visit provides an emotionally, physically, intellectually and
spiritually mixed feeling (Shaw and Ivens, [163]). This procedure is also backed by The Engaging Museum: Developing Museums for Visitor Involvement book [164] that guides museums on how to create the highest quality
experience possible for their visitors. It is proved that creating an environment that supports visitor engagement
with collections means examining every stage of the visit, from the initial impetus to go to a particular institution,
to front-of-house management, interpretive approach and qualitative analysis afterwards.
Considering the capabilities of modern mobile devices, AR seems to be the optimal solution for engaging
museum visitors while exploring artifacts [165]. The AR technology compared to the VR has the advantage
of not isolating the user from the environment [166]. The replacement of simple information presentation with
storytelling, including references to exhibits causes more personal engagement and better comprehension [167].
The AR applications are roughly classified into: (i) image-based applications in which an image triggers the
reproduction of digital content related to that image and (ii) location-based, in which the proximity of the user to
a specific point causes the content reproduction. Apple has introduced a new means for triggering AR with Face
ID on iPhone X, which exploits a precise depth map of a face ([168]). This technology could be used for detecting
specific artifacts, for which a depth map can be generated.
Several AR applications exist for museums [169], e.g., the MUSE [170] is a collaborative learning environment that may be used for designing gallery floor plans as well as for constructing descriptive captions for artifacts.
ARLIS [171] and [172] are outdoor, location-based, educational AR systems based on situated learning theory and
collaborative learning respectively, which apply AR and gaming. ARLIS uses an agent to determine which 3D
objects and output voice files stored in the game story and learning process database should be sent to the AR
presentation agent after recognizing a printed marker by a webcam. EcoMOBILE [173] combines AR via FreshAiR and environmental probeware during a field trip for students. REENACT [174] is an AR QR-code based
Android application that employs immersive learning on Human History. Furthermore, CHESS [175], [167] aims
to integrate interdisciplinary research in personalization and adaptivity, digital storytelling, interaction methodologies, and narrative-oriented mobile and mixed reality technologies, with a theoretical basis in museological,
cognitive, and learning sciences. It aims to research, implement and evaluate both the experiencing of personalized
interactive stories for visitors of cultural sites and their authoring by experts.
The tools for developing AR applications may vary (see Table 8). Simple tools are the FreshAIR for imagebased and LayAR for location-based AR. More complex tools, which allow more flexibility to programmers
though, are the open source AR Toolkit, and the commercial Vuforia. The most complete platform for mobile
devices is the Unity 3D. By integrating plug-ins like those of Vuforia, Unity3D can support AR applications, in
which the content can be 3D objects supporting interaction using the sensors of the mobile device. The platform
can be extended by managed plug-ins and native plug-ins. The latter can access the operation system and other
developers libraries. Therefore the combination of Vuforia with Unity 3D is attractive. However, location-based
AR is not supported. The charging model is based on the number of modeled objects, which can incur high costs
for large exhibitions. Vuforia has rather limited extensibility through plug-ins, and apart from the camera it does
not exploit other sensors.
Other indicative platforms for application development are the Android Studio, which is specific for the Android OS and Xcode for iOS. The Ionic framework is oriented for hybrid (mobile and desktop) web-based applications, whereas Sencha targets HTML applications Phone Gap is supported by Adobe and Appcelerator, is based
on JavaScript. However, these platforms can support 3D representations for objects, only through extensions.
Regarding the active engagement of visitors with artifacts, authors in Anderson, and Rowley (2008) as cited in
[176] indicated that with development of multimedia techniques, the boundaries between different museum trips,
such as historic museums, historic parks and life museums have become insignificant. They also refer to edutainment, which allow visitors to have active and passive experiences. In [177], authors examine new services offered
by museums for their visitors, which include visitors perceptions of novelty and interactive communication and
interpretation. Authors cite that interactive communication can bring benefits to a social relationship such as feelings of familiarity, friendship, and social support and trust between exchange partners and aligned perceptions and
expectations. Overall, these techniques are found to enhance the visitor experience and intention to make repeat
visits. Authors in [178] evaluate the contribution of new media and other items that engage and activate visitors
through their visit on a cultural site in order to succeed in repeat visits as a result of their overall satisfaction. Using
interactive panels and guided tours are measured to have the strongest influence on engagement, followed by using
social interaction space and videos and audios. In [179], authors also support that the museum experience may
be enhanced by resources that support visitors in producing experiences for others, such as labels and text-panels
as well as touch-screen systems and hand-held computers, may be designed to facilitate collaborative engagement
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Platform
LayAR
FreshAiR

Type
Image-based AR
Location-based AR

ARToolkit
Vuforia

Image-based AR
Location-based AR

Unity3D
Android Studio
XCode
Ionic
Sancha
Phone Gap
Appcelerator

3D mobile applications
Mobile apps for Android
Mobile apps for iOS
Mobile apps
Mobile apps
Mobile apps
Mobile apps

Features (Pros/Cons)
Wizard-based / commercial, limited free version
Wizard-based / commercial,
limited functionality in free version
Open source / programming skills required
Extensions supported, scripting capabilities, interoperability / commercial, limited free version
limited support, poor handling of various screen sizes
Extensions, scripting, support material and case studies
/commercial, limited free version
multilanguage scripting / slow IDE, platform dependent
multilanguage scripting / expensive, platform dependent
Framework, cross platform / debug and performance issues
HTML-based, focus on interface / limited scripting
Hybrid apps / debug and performance issues
JavaScript-based / cross platform issues

URL
www.playfreshair.com
www.layar.com
artoolkit.org
www.vuforia.com

unity3d.com
developer.android.com
developer.apple.com
ionicframework.com
www.sencha.com
phonegap.com
www.appcelerator.com

Table 8: Augmented reality and mobile applications development platforms

with exhibits. Concerning museums use of social media in order to increase participant engagement toward relationship maintenance, authors in [180] collected 315 online surveys among American museums and conducted
nine in-depth interviews with professionals currently working with social media. Results indicate that American
museum professionals believe becoming involved with social media is important. There is some evidence suggested by the authors that museums are trying to increase their use of social media for multi-way communication
strategies.
An early implementation that features some of the above interactivity and visitor engagement is Points of
Departure [181], an exhibition in which artworks and educational media were seamlessly integrated. Four multimedia prototypes were developed and deployed in the galleries: interactive smart tables featuring curatorial video
introductions to each of the six exhibition themes; handheld iPAQ Gallery Explorer PDAs displaying video clips
of featured artists; a Flash-based Make Your Own Gallery activity in which visitors were invited to curate their
own exhibition and comment on. Similar interactive features are found in most modern museum applications that
have been presented. ArtLens [3], enhances the visitors museum experience by providing the option to design
individual tours, offering tools to better understand artwork through augmented reality, and guiding users with
interactive real-time maps. All visitors favorite artworks can be used to create personalized tours, find specific
artworks in the museum or share on social media. The Met App [1] can save visitors favorite art, events, and
exhibitions, and add them to their calendar. As already mentioned, The Pen [4] allows the visitor to participate
in the immersion room and process lab, both spaces in which a visitor can draw or sketch out their own designs
as they are inspired by the collection around them. Additionally, the visitor can take their experience beyond the
museum walls by accessing their visit online after they have left. Creators of The Pen state that this interactive
participation is in stark contrast to the typical passive experience. Finally, the metaphor proposed for the user
interface of Mnemosyne [5] engages mostly the participation of a visitor as it is based on the idea of a hidden museum waiting to be unveiled, starting from the top (the physical artworks) and moving deeper towards additional
resources such as explanations and relations between one artwork and others. During this exploration, which is
visitor controlled, a vertical animation starts when the user touches an artwork item, in order to move the point of
view under the current space and reveal the level including the related resources to this artwork. Related resources
include similar artworks according to the experience recommendation system using the visitor profile.
Regardless of the technologies used, a personalized guidance system should offer visitors the following interaction features: (a) Activation by recommendation: The guidance system proposes the visitor certain artifacts
and/or visit routes based on user profile or context (i.e., individual or group visit, type of movement in the exhibition, purpose of visit, time availability). (b) Automatic artifacts presentation: When a visitor is idle in a room
long enough, the presentation of randomly selected artifacts around the visitors viewing area is triggered. The
visitor may then control the playback, and choose where to focus. (c) Conditional activation: The visitor chooses
explicitly an artifact for which a presentation is activated.
Based on the previous discussion, to further enhance visitor engagement, as shown in Figure 1, the system
should also allow visitors to search a museums database before their visit via a web interface in order to detect
their prepared artifacts. During the visit, users may interact with a digital representation of an artifact on their
mobile device and be able to save and project their edits. After their visit, users should be able to save and further
reuse their experience. A detailed user scenario about this engagement is presented in Section 4.5.
Finally, regarding the content appearance, after the deprecation of technologies such as Adobe Flash, developers are proposed to employ technologies that allow seamless presentation in devices of various sizes, hardware
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and operating systems. These technologies include Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG), which is a markup language
for describing 2D graphics applications and images, and a set of related graphics script interfaces ([182]), and
Cascading Styles Sheets 3 (CSS), the latest version of which added rich interactive and animation features ([183]).
The use of such technologies in coordination with web scripting languages eliminates the need for installing new
software on visitors’ devices. To this end, appropriate design paradigms, such as responsive design, are also
required ([184]).
3.5. Curator’s visualization
A curator’s visualization system can be developed on top of the personalized content infrastructure, and offer
online monitoring and data analytics of an exhibition on a per-artifact base, which is a major requirement for
museum curators [52] for better presentation. The curator’s visualization subsystem should calculate and present
statistics, such as the number of activations of the artifacts presentations per visitor, the duration that visitors
devote for every presentation, most visited museum rooms or artifacts, popularity of supplementary material. It
can also provide reports, such as popularity per age group or profile type, per week day, season or daytime.
Developers should employ similar technologies as the visitor’s visualization subsystem for platform independence. Open-source databases such as MySQL along with web scripting technologies are proposed. For content
visualization per se, modern web technologies are proposed to be employed for presenting statistics, content, and
for extracting various data views. [185] describes the use of web technologies such as SVG for interactive data
visualization, statistical diagrams (e.g., bar and pie charts), and data trends. Alternatively, Python and JavaScript
may be employed for browser-based visualizations [186].
If curators already use a museum management system, its functionality could be extended to cover the statistical analysis of the personalized guidance system. It is feasible, as most modern museum management systems
employ web technologies and standard database management systems. Argus [187] is a popular web-based Collections Management Solution (CMS) used for managing and presenting artifacts and objects, and for engaging
visitors. The retail-based RetailPro [188] supports responsive design, portable content, reports, transformation of
content parameters, reorganization of collections and organization of virtual collections; it also supports fundraising, membership, ticketing, sales, events and programs. The Museum System [189] is a CMS that supports
planning and managing of exhibitions, and generates reports; it contains a digital asset management module, and
offers administrative support. MuseumPlus [190] supports managing collections and exhibitions, and is in use in
over 900 museum sites worldwide. It manages loans and exhibitions, and automates workflows and procedures.
CollectiveAccess [191] is a web-based open source CMS that embraces Dublin Core. Finally, Museum Anywhere
[192] offers collection management and presentation through mobile devices, and supports integrating content
from other museum management software.
4. Discussion
The progress made towards personalized content services in museums is evident, however most of such systems still remain at an experimental stage. The challenges described in section 1 have been only partially addressed. The main questions the developers have to answer are related to: (a) the available devices: can the
available sensors (and software) on mainstream devices capture location/emotion/profile data? are they really usable in a museum context? is their performance sufficient and able to cover the whole duration of a visit? who
should provide the devices? and (b) the content type: how can we build adaptable content? can we extract the user
preferences for individuals and groups? These are discussed in the following.
4.1. Devices provided by museum vs “Bring Your Own Device”
The provision of personalized content services is based on the existence of mobile devices capable of doing
the tasks of localization, data retrieval, profile extraction and content visualization. Clearly it is preferable to
avoid the use of dedicated hardware, which is expensive to buy and maintain [41]. The smart phones and tablets
offer themselves as a very attractive option for a variety of reasons. They have become a commodity so they are
affordable and popular. They come equipped with a variety of sensors and network receivers, that can be directly
used by applications, i.e., camera, bluetooth, WiFi, IMU unit (able to measure force, angular rate, or sometimes
magnetic field, using a combination of accelerometers and gyroscopes, or magnetometers).
There are currently two basic options (a) provision of devices by the museum (b) the visitors use their own
devices (Bring Your Own Device - BYOD). For many years the museums have been offering their visitors mobile
audio guides, while the use of other devices was considered disruptive, and was forbidden. The advent of smart
mobile phones and tablets has challenged this policy. In the meantime, the benefits from BYOD were demonstrated, e.g., [193], [194], [195]. Therefore many museums have revised their policy, and seek ways to exploit this
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reality. By adopting BYOD, museums do not have to rent or purchase equipment, dedicate space for its storage,
keep the equipment charged and in good shape, update and maintain content and software, and train and pay staff
to support it and secure it. The visitors are more familiar with their personal device; some of the groups with
special needs have them optimized for accessibility. It appears that all the museum needs to do is produce good
content and market the programs availability, however, this apparent convenience actually brings a more complex
set of challenges.
The visitor should be aware of the availability of a BYOD program, and therefore advertizing it is critical. The
museum should still have to provide access to headsets and power. Furthermore, a significant issue is compatibility
of the devices with the provided content, by offering either a platform-specific application or Web apps. The
platform-specific application creates much higher development and maintenance costs, and has to be installed
by users but can use more easily the device’s resources. On the other hand, web applications require only a
browser, and are based around Web standards shared among different mobile operating systems, making them
widely compatible. From the visitor’s perspective, accessing a Web application is as simple as clicking on a link,
rather than going to the additional step of downloading and installing an app. However, web apps are reliant on an
active network connection for full function, and they may have limitations in accessing device-specific hardware
such as Bluetooth, IMU sensors, integrated cameras etc. Furthermore, it is not clear in advance whether the device
will be able to cope with the required processing power, and if their battery will be enough for a use that may
extend to a few hours. Furthermore, there are still many people who do not own smart devices. Therefore, a mixed
policy which would balance the BYOD with the availability of a limited number of museum-owned devices could
possibly combine the advantages of both approaches.
In the mid-term the focus of research and development will probably be on how to make the applications and
AR content more compatible and portable to mobile devices, how to be able to capitalize on higher processing
power, and how to employ different sensors, like the 3D cameras on the iPhone 8 [196]. However, in the long term
we believe that users will look for more intuitive means of interaction. Smartphones and tablets though affordable,
may still not give the desired level of accuracy regarding position or artifact retrieval (see next subsection). They
may also distract the visitors from the exhibition. Users prefer more natural ways of interaction, such as using
camera-equipped glasses, which are able to provide audio and visual information on the glass, e.g., [48]. Indeed,
smart glasses do allow for an immersive experience without the need to carry a device and without the need to
switch focus between the device and the exhibition. Moreover, they can integrate cameras and other sensors.
In [197], smart glasses are described as the “logical extension of BYOD” (Bringing Your Own Device), which
can offer curators new opportunities for museum interpretation that are not offered by hand-held technology.
Unfortunately, the currently available solutions are far from mature, e.g., in [198] the Google Glass and Vuzix
M100 were compared; among the problems were the low usability due to obstruction of the user’s view, the rather
short battery life, the battery overheating, and the difficult communication with the device. Despite the technical
challenges such solutions are expected to become more attractive in the future.
4.2. Pose accuracy vs minimal space modification and non-intrusiveness
The available solutions for localization in a museum environment vary from visual to radio-frequency, mechanical, audio and visual. Clearly the indoor localization problem has attracted the interest of researchers from
many disciplines. The abundance of different approaches reveals the fact that the research community has not
converged to a single, widely acceptable solution that can achieve the desired accuracy at a reasonable cost. Indeed, despite the great deal of progress made in the last decade, most current solutions cannot easily achieve an
acceptable performance level. The requirements for the museum environment typically include accuracy better
than 1m (depending on the density of artifacts), absence of coverage gaps, immunity to crowd and moving furniture, minimal installation costs, and minimal aesthetic clutter. Most systems are ad-hoc designed in non-realistic
environments. Apart from low position accuracy and coverage problems, the need for extensive node deployment
and maintenance turns out to be a serious problem.
The yearly Microsoft indoor localization competition reflects the amount of progress made the last years in
this field [65]. The most successful such methods that use UWB signals, or lidar sensors are not applicable in
museums due to heavy infrastructure and heavy client devices. Similarly, solutions that require the user to mount
sensors on their feet for pedestrian dead reckoning, are obtrusive, and thus not acceptable. On the other hand,
methods based on WiFi and IMU, which do not require heavy infrastructure achieved a localization of up to a
couple of meters. Similar approaches that rely on WiFi signals experienced an additional error of 3m, due to
the furniture setup changes and due to the moving crowd [65]. A very common approach for infrastructure-free
approaches is the fingerprinting; however, it requires a time-consuming measurement process of the RSS values
in many different positions, which can be a real problem in large museums. The issue is even bigger in exhibitions
that may change frequently. Solution to this long and arduous task can be given by autonomous robots as proposed
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by Li et al [80]; such robots will be able to move in the exhibition and take thousands of measurements in space
and time, and simulate the effects of human presence. If combined with some state-of-the-art learning methods
such as deep learning (e.g., [199]) fingerprinting can probably give even better results.
Unfortunately, the location information is typically not enough; to suggest focused content, and to display
AR aligned with the artifacts we also need the pose of the user or of the device relative to the artifact in case
that accurate registration is needed (a simpler AR approach would do just a superposition without registration).
This can be possible by image-based approaches, which seems to necessitate the use of cameras on the portable
devices (see e.g., [200]). A visual map, which can be learnt offline could provide additional information about the
geometrical relations between artifacts (metric maps) or could provide more conceptual graph-based information
(topological maps) to scale down artifact search. A lot of such work has been done in the mobile robotics literature
for solving the so-called SLAM (Simultaneous Localization And Mapping) problem [201]. The integration of
new sensors on mobile devices such as the depth camera (see e.g., [196]) brings a set of new opportunities and
challenges. For example how will this rich information be exploited, given the rather limited computational
resources (by balancing with calculations in the cloud? what can be scheduled onboard to avoid network latency?)
or how will the map be updated when the exhibition changes (online learning or crowdsourcing?). Such questions
need further attention in the years to come.
4.3. Accurate cultural engagement vs. available wearable technology
There seems to be a connection between physiological measurements and engagement [128], as well as between emotion and user preferences [116], which may be used for recommendations in museums, however this
goal has been elusive so far. Despite the large amount of wearable sensors available, their applicability is still
limited due to high noise levels and due to other factors not related to engagement that may affect the output. Currently, the most reliable measure seems to be the amount of time spent in front of an artifact or the time viewing
digital items; however, the visitor’s attention may be focused somewhere else. Furthermore, only a gross estimation of user’s interest can be extracted, while more precise states/emotions are often required. Major restrictions
are posed by the high amount of noise and the obtrusiveness of the currently available sensors. A significant gap is
the lack of reliable public datasets on cultural engagement. Research towards mitigating these issues is expected
to have a great impact.
The wearable gaze trackers, as part of smart glasses, seem to be a promising technology for extracting FoA
in real time. However, currently the adoption this technology is undermined by its extreme cost (in the order of
10K USD per set). Another serious technical issue is the need for visitor-specific calibration, which consumes
time, and can be annoying. Still, after calibration the accuracy of the extracted focus is not guaranteed, especially
for targets of variable shape [131]. Typically users can stand such glasses only for a few minutes because they
seriously limit the visitor’s field of view. There is plenty of room for research on how to alleviate these issues
and make such systems more usable, less obtrusive, and more affordable. The research and development of more
compact sensors for gaze tracking is expected to help gaze tracking to find its way to the consumer market, and
become an asset for museum recommendation systems.
4.4. Recommendations for individuals and groups
Non-intrusive behavior recognition via sensors aspires to be part of an effective user profile acquisition process
by simply classifying the user to one of the known categories, and then use CF to extract the profile. The case of a
single user has attracted significantly larger amount of research than the case of people visiting in pairs or groups.
For single user profiles the supervised learning approaches are quiet popular, e.g., the metaphor of Veron
[108]. The metaphor may be useful as a conceptual model, or as a baseline approach, however, the profiles can be
significantly more complex, which largely depends on the exhibition and visitors’ demographic data. The heavily
researched trajectory data are useful, but in most cases they do not capture how the visitor behaves while being in
the same location (e.g., standing still, moving, rotating, communicating etc). Much less work has been done on
group profiling, mainly by the pioneering work of [107]; it has partially addressed the problem by studying pairs
of visitors, and by making recommendations for them. In groups the challenge is to identify the overall group
behavior, as well as the individual needs of the group members based on their role in the group. The complexity
of supervised learning approaches in such settings is expected to increase exponentially with the group size; big
effort is required to define (a) profile types, (b) features from from different sensors, and (c) group / individual
recommendations, which explains why research in this direction is limited, despite its high commercial interest.
We believe that the unsupervised learning methods like deep learning, (e.g., [202], [109], [114]) can be useful
in group profiling for the following reasons: (a) they can cope with large amounts of heterogeneous data like
the ones produced by different sensors and define the optimal feature representations (b) they can be used to do
clustering of behaviors following an agnostic approach about meaningful profile types and their characteristics.
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Indeed the deep learning framework seems to fit well the application setting, since there is abundance of information from sensors on mobile devices, physiological sensors, and static sensors. Furthermore, it is very hard to
know the subtleties of the various emotions and profiles in advance based on these data.
4.5. Content and visualization
Based on content structuring systems presented in Section 3.3, it gets clear that content developers should
base their implementations on the variety of available standards. More specifically, content developers: (a) should
choose a standard based on the type and quantity of artifacts along with their structure and presentation needs,
(b) should take into account supplementary operations needed for their content such as educational activities,
lending operations, maintenance, creation of temporary and virtual exhibitions and cooperative exhibitions with
other museums as long as these operations influence the guidance systems operation, (c) are proposed to choose
a storage format that fully supports the selected standard, and that can import and export content based on that
standard, massively or on a per artifact basis, (d) should ensure high speeds during content retrieval, so that
to avoid any lag in the mobile guidance system operation, (e) should handle the storage process of multimedia
content related to artifacts so that to ensure fast retrieval, and avoid huge storage needs, and (f) should favor open
source technologies for content storing, web serving and scripting, which enhances interoperability.
Regarding content management and visualization, a lot of systems are available, open source and proprietary,
as shown in Section 3.5. In some museums, a management system for artifacts and collections among other
operations may already be available. Other museums would be obliged to install such systems, if they want to
support a mobile guidance system. In any case, content administrators are proposed to (a) favor the choice of an
open source system or provide content export options according to some standard if they already use a proprietary
system, (b) support multiple export options standards for their content, which will enhance interoperability, (c)
implement uniform interactivity among multiple devices and operating systems, (d) provide multiple interaction
schemes for supporting interaction on either single artifacts or complete collections, (e) provide multiple report
generating options for focusing on needed maintenance options, (f) embrace dynamic and vector-based content
visualization techniques to avoid the installation of specialized plug-ins and software, and (g) examine options for
real-time monitoring and displaying visitors routes in the museum.
Based on the discussion about active user engagement, as part of the personalized content services structure,
visitors should be offered services that let them control their visit to a museum and contribute their experience to
provide a basis for future visits. This engagement is illustrated in the following scenario: (a) Potential visitors of a
museum may access and search the artifacts database and prepare a set of artifacts that they would be interested in
and store them in their mobile device. (b) Upon arrival at the museum, an optimal route is designed based on the
preselected artifacts and the recommendation subsystem (c) While following a route, visitors may focus on certain
information from the visualization subsystem and store it or link it in their device (d) Through their devices and
by use of augmented reality as described in the visualization subsystem, visitors may interact with the artifacts,
according to their kind and perform, e.g., game-like actions in a painting (e.g. by distorting a painting, a visitor
may understand better the painters rationale and style [203] or by decomposing interactively an archaeological
artifact in order to focus on its architecture, e.g., [204]). Similar actions may be implemented on a per artifact
basis as extra services in the visualization subsystem (e) Visitors may compose their own presentations based on
the stored content and project it in their devices or wirelessly at large displays at certain areas in the museum,
in case larger groups are involved and even build educational activities around them by exploiting customized
interaction activities per artifact as the previously mentioned. (f) After their visit, visitors may find the stored
content in their devices and share part of it along with their comments through social media applications in order
to encourage future visits.
Most of the presented platforms, support many of the aforementioned features. For example, [154] embraces
open source technologies such as Apache, MySQL and PHP for building a custom CMS. Similarly, Museum
Anywhere relies one open source technologies for building a generic CMS for artifact collections. Other research
projects such as [153] employ DCMI for describing cultural information and SCORM for educational content, and
they build their own CMS for content management. Lucidea and RetailPro manage museum collections, and focus
on lending and exhibition issues. On the other hand, MuseumPlus and the Museum system are museum management systems that excel in offering multiple ways for fast searching through the systems material, and generating
reports, whereas conforming to standards such as SPECTRUM and MDA. MuseumPlus has also the advantage of
many successful installations in heterogeneous museums all over the world and of the inclusion of a multimedia
module for handling accordingly the import and reuse of multimedia content. Finally, RetailPro and Museum
Anywhere support responsive design dynamic interfaces and uniform appearance in mobile devices respectively.
However, a deeper integration is needed among visualization techniques and mobile devices towards the support
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of open standards for content structuring, uniform appearance in various devices and multiple interaction schemes
that engage visitors.
4.6. High performance vs low processing power
The issue of power consumption in mobile devices has been extensively discussed in literature. Obviously,
higher performance leads to higher processing power needs that lead to quicker battery drain. As shown below, battery consumption depends mainly on network usage, display time, and CPU and memory operations. Researchers
came up with proprietary systems that reduce power consumptions and guidelines for limiting this issue.
In [205], it is shown that JPEG is the best image format for the Android browser. The authors’ experiments
propose that using links instead of JavaScript greatly reduces the rendering energy for the page. Moreover, Google
Analytics forces web pages to reload, which increases network load. Authors cite that sites that position elements
using CSS need far more energy to render. TailEnder [206] is a tool that aggressively prefetches data, although this
may include useless data, and developers have proved that this technique reduces the overall energy consumed. In
[207], authors have shown that the most energy consuming parts of a mobile phone are the wireless technologies
and not the display or the CPU, as this is the case for laptops. For the short-range communication, authors
suggest that Bluetooth should be used in case only a few data needs to be exchanged. If more data needs to be
transmitted, WiFi should be used. Authors cite that “It does not cost much to have BT always on, and that this
creates opportunities for new services which combine the local communication with cellular communications”.
In [208], authors have discovered that high-power consumption is due to opening webpages with rich dynamic
content based on scripting and multimedia. They propose Virtual-Machine based Proxy (VMP), which shifts
the computing from smartphones to the VMP. Authors in [209] propose webpage-aware scheduling for highperformance and energy-efficient mobile web browsing. They apply regression modeling to predict webpage
load time and energy consumption, through detailed characterization of webpage variance. Authors prove that
such predictive models allow the scheduler to identify the ideal core and frequency configurations for webpages
to minimize the energy consumption under latency cut-off constraints. [210] shows that the majority of power
consumption can be attributed to the GSM module and the display, including the LCD panel and touchscreen,
the graphics accelerator/driver, and the backlight. Finally, WattsOn [211] is a system that allows a developer to
estimate the energy consumed by her app in the development environment itself. WattsOn can (i) identify energy
hungry segments during the app run, and (ii) determine which component (display, network or CPU) consumes
the most energy.
Additionally, a better balancing of the tasks to be done onboard and those to be done on the cloud would
certainly help. User profiling can be better done on the cloud since there the user and content data can be easily
stored, and dynamically updated. The supplementary material can be partially stored on the device depending on
the storage capacity, otherwise it has to be retrieved from the network. Image registration is better done onboard to
avoid network latency, using some lightweight algorithms or utilizing the IMU sensors for approximate matching.
Heavier tasks such as image matching to a map or database are more efficiently performed on the cloud.
Based on the above, some guidelines could include the following: (a) Prefer Bluetooth for small portions of
content (e.g., location data, user selections) or use WiFi otherwise (multimedia); (b) prefetch more content on the
mobile device than perform successive transports, which is an argument in favor of application installation vs webbased applications; (c) adjust screen brightness to the current lighting conditions; (d) adjust content quality based
on the devices quality; (e) lower performance and content quality when battery level is under a certain threshold;
(f) employ responsive design that is adapted optimally on a device; (g) choose content prefetch versus incremental
web page loading based on the amount of content and the devices capabilities; (h) choose content interactivity
and appearance (e.g. CSS, SVG, JavaScript) vs load speed (e.g. with plain HTML and images) depending on
the needed functionality of a specific part of the application; (i) exploit techniques of mobile devices for lower
power consumption (e.g., dim display, turn off network on idle time periods, and use IMU sensors to decide on
inactivity); (j) efficient balancing between onboard tasks and tasks on the cloud.
5. Conclusion
In this work we have surveyed the state of the art in the key technical areas that are involved in developing
personalized content services for museum visitors. We reported some of the most representative current methods
and tools for location extraction, recommendation, content maintenance, visitors’ and curators’ visualization. We
described the basic strengths and weaknesses of each approach, and we gave suggestions and recommendations
to developers who wish to implement such services and to researchers, who wish to advance the state of the art.
Personalized content services in museums have a great potential, however many challenges have not been
addressed, which has prevented their wide adoption. These challenges mainly regard methods for localization
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with minimal infrastructure, non intrusive devices and methods to measure cultural engagement. Furthermore, it
is still unclear how group profiling can be modeled, and how recommendations to the individual group members
can be made. This is of particular importance given the large amount of people visiting museums in groups.
The development of recommendation systems that are able to dynamically adapt to context is in the intersection
of several disciplines, such as content management, mobile and pervasive computing, computer vision, pattern
recognition, and user interfaces. A field connecting horizontally these disciplines is the machine learning; indeed,
it can be employed to address some key issues like localization, content modeling and retrieval, dynamic profile
extraction and cold start, attention modeling and emotion recognition. The advancements in the above fields are
expected to contribute towards more versatile, technically mature, and commercially exploitable systems.
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